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Abstract 
The Fisher information matrix is useful in time series modeling mainly because the significance of estimated 
parameters can also be derived from it. It can also be used in iterative procedures of parameter estimation. The paper is 
mainly concerned with algorithmic aspects related to the computation of that matrix either asymptotically or exactly. 
After a review of the literature on the subject, several recent methods are described and compared from the point of view 
of (a) complexity, (b) accuracy, and (c) the class of models for which they can be used. 
Keywords: Fisher information matrix; Cramkr-Rao bound 
0. Introduction 
Various methods exist for estimating the parameters of time series models and they are 
extensively used in the engineering, econometric and statistical literature. These methods 
lead generally to consistent and asymptotically efficient (in the sense of minimum variance) 
estimators. 
Some methods are based on sample serial correlations or recursive procedures which require 
only one pass over the data. They are used mainly in signal processing where time series are long 
enough. Methods used for shorter economic time series consist in numerically maximizing the 
likelihood function or some approximation of it. 
A good appraisal of each estimate is only possible if the variance of the estimator can itself be 
estimated. The Fisher information matrix is an important tool for evaluating the accuracy of the 
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parameter estimation technique. The inverse of the Fisher information matrix yields the 
Cramer-Rao bound which provides asymptotically a lower bound for the covariance matrix of 
unbiased estimators. 
Very often, the data analysis and experimental design, the form of the model is postulated and 
tentative parameter values are known. In [9] the computation of the covariance matrix for large 
data sets is studied. Consequently, the smallest length which ensures a given accuracy can be 
determined, without having to run the experiment. 
This paper is concerned with comparing several algorithms which solve the problem 
described above. The aspects considered are the complexity which implies the number of 
operations (multiplications and divisions), accuracy (asymptotic or exact) and the class of 
models for which they can be used. The paper is organized as follows. The problem is presented 
in Section 1. Section 2 is concerned with the asymptotic method for Gaussian ARMA models. 
In Section 3, a generalization to other models is given. Section 4 focuses on an exact method 
for Gaussian models and Section 5 describes an approximate method for non-Gaussian 
models. 
1. The problem 
Let us consider a time series { yt; t = 1, . . . , n> generated by a stationary Gaussian autoregressive- 
moving average ARMA (p, 4) process: 
Yt = 41Yt-1 + ... + 4py,-p + e, - &et-, - ..- - B,e,-,, U-1) 
where the innovations e, are normally and independently distributed (n.i.d.) (0; r?), or it is 
a Gaussian white noise. 
The Fisher information matrix is useful for obtaining the Cramer-Rao (lower) bound of the 
estimated parameters &, Oj, and consequently of the estimated spectrum. Let /-I = (+i, .., , 
4pA,..., tl,)t be the parameter vector. Denote the likelihood function by L(p; y) and the Fisher 
information matrix is 
The 
J=-E d2 log L(B; Y) 1 apa/? . 
asymptotic covariance matrix of p is J-l and for a Gaussian process we have 
U-2) 
L(fi; y) = (2n)-“‘2 (det Z)-i12 G-n exp - -$ y’T_‘y , (1.3) 
where r is the covariance matrix of the process with unit innovation variance. If we let 
S(fi; y) = y’T_‘y, then 
a2 log up; Y) 1 8’ log (det r) 1 a2WI; Y) = -- 
apap -2 apap 2d ajsp * (1.4) 
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2. Asymptotic method for Gaussian ARMA models 
From (l.l)-(1.4) we have 
J = ~8’ log (det r) 
2 wag 
It can be shown that the first term converges to 0 in probability when n + co. Now 
W; Y) = 5 e?(B), 
t=1 
where (1.1) implies 
e,(P) = yt - 41yt-1 - +.. - $,yt-p + 81et-l + a.1 + Oqetvq. 
In the asymptotic approach, the preconditioned errors are replaced by zero. This yields 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
so that the Fisher information matrix (2.1) can be expressed as 
where the sum in the first term is reduced to a constant, by stationarity, and the second term 
vanishes because e,(b) is orthogonal to a2et(p)/a/?*a& that derivative being a linear combination of 
past innovations only. 
Write the partitioned form 
(2.3) 
and let B be the lag operator, By, = y,_r. From +(B)yt = B(B)e,, we have e,(B) = B(B)-‘4(B)yt. 
Hence, 
a4k a(bk 
= -Bkeml(@yt = -4-‘(B)et_&, 
ae,o = aww(m 
iMj aOj 
= -e-2(B)( -l?j) ~$(ll)y, = 8-‘(B)et_j. 
Consequently, the element (k,j) of the (4, 0) block of the Fisher information matrix (2.3) is 
(J+ehj = 5 EC{ -t$-‘(@et-k} {~-‘(@et-j}l. 
By stationarity, it depends on k,j through k - j. We shall exploit the block-Toeplitz characteristic 
of J and the symmetry of Jb4, J o. and J so that only the first column of J4& and JOB, and the first 
row and column of Jgo need to be evaluated. 
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Several methods for evaluating the Fisher information matrix have appeared in the literature. 
Let us first mention Whittle [20], who established the following relation: 
1 
J&e = 47ci 
i 
a log M (2) a log A4 (z) dz 
c w ae 
z, M(z)= e(z)e(z-') 
4ww1)’ 
where c is the positively oriented unit circle. Godolphin and Unwin [5] have developed an 
algorithm for computing the covariance matrix of an ARMA(p, 4) and the number of operations is 
O(p + q)3. In the signal processing literature, important contributions have been delivered by 
Friedlander, Porat, Stoica (e.g. [17]). 
Klein and Melard [7] have developed an algorithm based on the covariance of two ARMA 
processes w,(l) and w,“) based on the same Gaussian white noise e,, and defined by 
6i(~)w,‘l) = e,(wk,, &(B)w,“) = 8,(B)e,. 
Here we use 





27ci c(i - 41~ - ... - ~,zP)(zP- elzq-l - . . . -e,) dz. (2.4) 
In t_he sequel of the paper, we denote the reciprocal polynomial zq - el zq- ’ - ... - 0, = zq8(z- ‘) 
by 0(z). The expression (2.4) can be evaluated numerically by the integration procedure described in 
[l, 181 where a solution is proposed for the following integral: 
where A(z), B(z), and C(z) are polynomials. The principle is to equate that integral with another one 
with polynomials of smaller degrees but still we have a number of operations (scalar multiplications 
and divisions) equal to O(p +t.q)3. 
In [S] a second procedure is introduced where 4(B)B(B)w, = e, with autocovariance Yh so that 
w,(l) = e(B)w,, w,(~) = $(B)w, 
(see also [16]). For example, letting &, = 
(JqWhj = -f EC~(B)wt-k6(B)wt-j] 
(2.5) 
where vh = c, &&_h. This is called the “indirect” approach because two different processes are 
considered. 
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The total operation counts of the indirect approach can be summarized as follows: (i) pq 
multiplications (once) for vh; (ii) O(p + q)2 (once) for Yh, using either Wilson [19] or Demeure and 
Mullis [2] algorithms; (iii) p + q - 1 distincts elements with p + q + 1 operations each for (J+e)ij. 
Hence, the total is quadratic in p, q. 
It is worth mentioning that the diagonal blocks can be obtained faster by a direct approach. For 
example, for F6b, we may use 
W)W = e,, 
which needs 5p2/2 operations. 
3. Generalization to other models 
The approach described in the previous section can be generalized to more complex models. 
3.1. A seasonal model 
Let us consider the seasonal ARMA model with the seasonal period s defined by 
~#$3)@(B”)y~ = @B)O(B”)e,. 
As shown in [S], J is a 4 x 4 block matrix where only blocks with the same power of B are Toeplitz 
but, for each block, a different AR process can be considered. For example, for F44, we may again 
use c#@)w, = e,, so that a direct method can be used, whereas for FGB, 
@(B”)B(B)w, = e,, 
which requires an indirect method as before. The algorithm allows for omitted coefficients. 
3.2. The SISO model 
A second model type is the single-input-single-output (SISO) model with an explanatory 
variable x, (including regression and transfer function models) (see [9]). The model is defined by 
a(B) o(B) o(B) 
A(B)Y’ = 6(B) xt +$@jet’ 
with &(B)x, = Q,(B)a,, where e, and a, are independent Gaussian white noise processes with 
respective variances a: and ai. Special cases are 
a(B)y, = cW)x, + W)e,, 
4B) QB) 
Yt = 6(~) xr + m 6 
respectively, the ARMAX model and the transfer function model. 
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Let ut = (ut(l)u,(‘)) = 
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(e, a,), /? = (c( A cc) 0 4 S)r and the matrices of polynomials in B be defined as 
7 v= 
By generalizing the previous arguments, we can write J = J(l) + J(‘) where the (r-, s)-block of J(“) 




>I v,,(B) ’ 
and is again computed as the covariance between two ARMA processes based on the same 
Gaussian white noise. An AR process with the least common multiple of v,,(B), v,,(B) as AR 
polynomial is considered. The implementation has been made by coding the names of the 
polynomial factors in p, v,,including 0,l and - 1. For each term of each block of J, the factors are 
parsed. The coefficients of the product of these polynomials are evaluated. Then, the autocovarian- 
ces of the AR process are obtained. Finally, a linear combination similar to (2.5) is computed. 
3.3. The MIS0 model 
A third model to look at is the multiple-input-single-output models. A similar approach as in the 
previous models is followed except that it is much more complicated [lo]. In spite of that, analytic 
expressions have been obtained. 
3.4. A vector model 
Finally, the vector ARMA or VARMA models can be described by 
6(B)I; = ‘J(B)&, 
where Y, E are d x 1 vectors, 4(B), 0(B) are d x d matrices. In [14], an explicit expression for J but 
with inversions of matrices that are functions of B is given, The previously described algorithm 
provides an efficient numerical evaluation. 
Example 1. SISO model with both variances equal to 1: 
1 + 0.8981+ 0.04B2 ” = 1 - 0.7081+ 0.21B2 ” + 1 + 1.3081+ 0.55B2 e’ 
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assuming that the input is driven by (1 - 1.52B + 0.89B2)x, = ai. Here o(B) = 1, 4(B) = 
1 + 1.30B + 0.55B2, S(B) = 1 - 0.70B + 0.21B2, and 1(B) = 1 + 0.89B + 0.04B2. By using the 
algorithm described in this paper, we determine the elements of the Fisher information ,matrix 
J= 
As an example, the element (1,l) of the block JAA is obtained by 
= 91.75177 + 3.74208 = 95.49386. 
After calculations, using the algorithm described above, we have 




J,, = C307.35091, Jo+ = [O. 0.1, Joa = [ - 328.5647 - 32.582961, 
JaA = C160.3303 105.25651, 
JQ~ 
1059.500 884.475 -243.6960 -310.0703 
= 1059.500 1 ’J dz _ - [- 99.27246 - 243.6960 1 * 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood estimators is then given by 
1 - 
n 
b.1147 -0.2375 -0.1275 -0.1239 0.0317 - 0.3364 -0.1899 
1.5872 1.2942 0.7412 - 0.2746 1.2492 1.0197 
1.6953 0.8297 - 0.2859 0.9754 1.3881 
0.7901 - 0.2984 1.0296 1.1673 
0.1223 -0.3823 - 0.4039 
1.7550 1.4046 
1.9339 
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Table 1 
Comparison between the standard errors (SE) of the estimated values obtained by Gevers and Ljung, 





Method % a2 WO Wl 01 82 
Gevers-Ljung 0.001 0.005 0.035 
Asymptotic SE 0.004 0.004 0.014 0.019 0.044 0.044 
Gevers-Ljung 0.009 0.058 0.031 
Asymptotic SE 0.014 0.011 0.044 0.058 0.046 0.045 
Assuming asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators, the following question 
can be formulated. Choose n so that each estimate is larger, in absolute value, then 1.96 times its 
standard error? The maximum of the elements of the following row vector 
0.3387 1.2598 1.3020 0.8889 0.3497 1.3248 1.3907 
~ - ___ ~ ~ ~ 
1.0 (1.3)2 (0.55)2 ( -0.7)2 (0.21)2 (0.89)2 (0.04)2 1 
provides the answer and we obtain n around 4650. This aspect has also been studied in [3] but for 
a much simpler model. 
Example 2. Open-loop model [4]: 
(1 - crrI3 - a2B2)y, = (00 - corB)x, + (1 
where xt is a Gaussian white noise. Using the 
- OIB - 02B2)e,, 
following parameter values: 
tlr = 1.5, cI2 = -0.7, 00 = 1, fBr = -0.5, 81 = 1, 62 = -0.2, Qr = 1, 
and either cr2 = 10, or c2 = 1 we have the results contained in Table 1. The accuracy is good when 
the signal to noise ratio is equal to 1, but is worse when the noise dominates the signal, except for 
the moving average coefficients which do not seem to be influenced. This example raises questions 
about the adequacy of the asymptotic information matrix. This is the reason why exact information 
matrix has been investigated recently. The algorithms are however more complicated, as we shall 
see in the case of ARMA processes. 
4. An exact method for Gaussian models 
For Gaussian processes, the Fisher information matrix is given by the expression (see e.g. [17]) 
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For example, for a MA( 1) process defined by y, = e, - 8e,_ i , we have 
r= 
1 + (92 -0 0 . . . . . . 0 
-e l+@ -0 . . . . . . . . . 
0 ._.e I+@ .,. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . - i+e2 -8 
0 . . . . . . 0 -8 i +e2 
More specifically, if n = 3, we have 
4 + 482 - 
J 
v8e4 + 1686 + 2088 + 120810 
= 2(1 + ezy(i + e4)2 . 
A first attempt was made in [17] where the number of operations is reduced from O(n3) to O(n2). 
Porat and Friedlander argue that the exact method described is equivalent to the asymptotic one 
for n z 500 but is certainly accurate in the case of nearly simplifying AR and MA polynomials. 
Notice that a special case of AR(p) process due to Pham [lS] results in a number of operations 
equal to 0(p3). 
Another approach can be found in [13]. Consider the sample innovations h,&, where the & are 
normalized so that their variance is 02. Starting with 
L(/?; y) = (27r)_“‘2 (Iji+i~-“exp{ -&jr+ 
the matrix of second-order derivatives of the log-likelihood can be written as 
It can be shown that 
Hence, the information matrix is expressed by 
without any second-order derivatives being involved. 
There remains to evaluate for each t 
E 
. 
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This will be done by recursions with respect to time. Let us again consider the MA(l) process. We 
have 
J=i 5 + f E(@) , 
t=1 f > 
where hi = ah,/iT@‘. There exists recurrences for h, and & in algorithms for computing the 
likelihood and its first-order derivatives [ll, 121 where the number of operations is O(n). It remains 
to be careful not to lose too much time elsewhere and it would be nice. 
The equations are rather involved. In order to simplify matters, we shall handle the example of 
an MA(l) case. The normalized sample innovations St are such that 
y, = h,4 - $,h-A,, 
where the coefficients $r and h, are obtained by equating variances and covariances, so that we have 
From these equations, recurrences can be derived for hi and 11/i. Now, we have 
0 = h:St + h,& - (t,b,h,-,)‘$_, - t,brh,-l&l. 
Let us isolate ht&‘, square it and take expectations 
h:E(Q2 = tj:h:_1E(e*;-1)2 + a2{(t+btht-J2 + hi2 - 2($,h,-,)‘$,h:-,). 
There remains to specify the starting values 
h: = 1 + 13~, h;’ = 28, h:E(e^;)2 = a2h:‘, 
which is easy. Hence, the problem is completely solved. 
For other cases than MA(l), the state space representation is recommended as well as the 
Chandrasekhar recursions. All the relations are written in differentiated form. These is no direct 
recurrence as the one in the MA(l) case. Unfortunately, recursions for the covariances between 
state v_ect?r @t and its derivatives are needed, namely for obtaining successively (1) E(ct @), 
(2) E(W, IV;‘), (3) E(@ fi:‘), (4) E(Q;‘). 
In all about 20 recurrences are needed, most of them with vectors of dimension r = 
max(p, 4 + 1) and the other ones with scalars. Nevertheless, the number of operations is 
O(n(p + q)2r2) instead of O(n2), which is generally much smaller than with the Porat and 
Friedlander [17] algorithm. In practice, switching from exact to approximate fast recursions is 
possible, at the price of accuracy. The criterion may be hf < 1 + 6, where 6 is a small positive real 
number. Consequently, in practice the procedure is still faster. 
5. An approximate method for non-Gaussian models 
In the case of a non-Gaussian model, estimation is carried on using pseudomaximum likelihood 
estimation. It means that the likelihood function is evaluated as if the conditional laws were 
normal. It can be shown, under some regularity conditions, that the estimators are still consistent 
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and asymptotically normal, even if the process is not Gaussian. The asymptotic covariance matrix 
of the estimators (e.g. [6]) is given by 
where 
and l,(y; p) is the tth term of the pseudolog-likelihood. If the true law is normal, we have M = J; 
otherwise we need to compute M. 
An example where that approach can be followed is the ARMA model with ARCH errors. For 
example, an ARCH(l) error model is defined by 
E(efIF,-,) = a0 + ctlef-l, 
where F,_ 1 is the information at time t - 1. These matrices M and J can be computed numerically 
using, respectively, first and second divided differences of the log-likelihood. 
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